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Providing a very high degree of storage density, the deep lane storage and retrieval system 
BITO PROmotion is an interesting alternative to drive-in, push-back and pallet live storage 
systems. The system is serviced by battery powered, remote-controlled shuttles to move 
pallets to the back and to the front of a lane. For this purpose, each lane is equipped with 
carrier rails on which the shuttles move at a speed of up to one metre per second. They can 
be placed into a lane and relocated into another lane with a standard fork lift truck which will 
also assume pallet infeeding and outfeeding. 
The PROmotion shuttle system can work according to the FIFO principle (First In First Out) as 
well as the LIFO principle (Last In First Out).

To ensure that the PROmotion shuttle system meets highest safety standards, BITO closely 
cooperated with an expert committee for handling and storage issues (Fachausschuss 
Förder- und Lagertechnik) lead-managed by the BGHW Mannheim (Institute for statutory 
accident insurance and prevention in distributive trades). As a result, BITO is able to provide 
the PROmotion shuttle system with an unrivalled safety package.

BITO PROmotion shuttle system
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FIFO principle (First In First Out)

LIFO principle (Last In First Out)

All safety features of the BITO PROmotion shuttle 
system have been developed with the support and 
guidance of the expert committee for storage and 
handling issues of the BGWH Mannheim, the rele-
vant institute for accident insurance and prevention 
in distributive trades. Basis of all considerations 
and a valuable source of information was the 
committee‘s publication „Kanalläger mit Satellitenfahrzeugen - Hand-
lungshilfe zur Risiko- und Gefährdungsbeurteilung“ (Guidelines for risk 
and injury hazard assessment in lanes serviced by satellite vehicles), 
worked out in close cooperation with manufacturers, the occupational 
health and safety inspectorate as well as accident prevention and 
insurance associations.

During the consultations, all safety relevant aspects were closely 
examined in order to establish solutions on how to prevent potentially 
hazardous situations. The BITO safety concept includes a comprehen-
sive package of measures: 

- laser scanners to detect persons and objects in the lane, either in 
 front or behind the shuttle

- emergency button for immediate shuttle switch-off

- every shuttle start-up is announced with an acoustic signal

- an access & maintenance platform helps to eliminate the cause of 
 disruptions or to remove the shuttle from the lane by safely trans- 
 porting the operator to the point of trouble

- proper instruction at racking installations (warning, prohibition and 
 requirement signs)

-	protective	cladding	at	the	racking	block	sides	along	trafficways

- switch-key to use battery voltage for operational starts or after 
 battery exchange

- mechanical end stops and sensor technology keep the shuttle in its 
 lane

The BGWH expert committee on storage and handling issues concluded 
that the safety features of the BITO PROmotion shuttle system comply 
in every respect with the safety requirements listed in their above-
mentioned safety publication.

Safety

Frequent application 
- seasonal store 
- buffer store 
- order-based preparation of despatch routes 
- deepfreeze and cold store environments

Service options 
- fork lift truck 
- driverless transport system (FTS)

Storage options 
- pallets handled long side facing, several pallets in depth

Surface/volume utilisation 
- very good use of available floor space 
- high degree of volume utilisation

Stock rotation frequency 
low to medium

For more information on this product, 
please contact us on

Tel.: 024 7638 8852 

or refer to our brochure 
“The intelligent storage assistant!“
Ask for your free copy!

Product information

Information material

Storage options
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General advantages System specific advantages of the BITO PROmotion shuttle

- high storage density
- good use of warehouse volume, as the lanes do not need an incline
- high degree of floor space utilisation due to deep lanes
- FIFO and LIFO principle applicable
- damage-free storage of pressure-sensitive goods
- each lane can be individually accessed
- cost efficient storage of a limited number of bulk stored 
 product lines

- system also accommodates low-quality pallets
- frames come from our well-proven PRO pallet racking system
- pallets weighing up to 1.500 kg can be handled
- various carrier rail types can be selected according to pallet weight,  
 ensuring optimum travel characteristics and safe storage
- low-weight lithium-ion battery with a long service life
- robust remote control monitors up to four shuttles
- technically mature and seamless safety concept developed in 
 cooperation with BGHW Mannheim (Institute for statutory accident 
 insurance and prevention in distributive trades)
- no wiring of the racking system necessary
- also ideally suited for deep-freeze environments

Advantages of 
shuttle operated storage systems

Frames

In-feed guide (optional)

Stiffening profiles

Column guard

Upright protection (optional)

Carrier rails

Protective cladding

Lane depth

- from the well established BITO PRO pallet racking system 
- high-quality bolt anchors ensure excellent structural safety 
- high load capacities 
- lanes can be adjusted in height on a 50 mm pitch

- allows easy and convenient pallet in-feeding and centering

-	double	C-profiles	increase	construction	rigidity	without	adding	to	height

- mandatory in the corner areas of a racking block to protect uprights 
 from collision damage

- bolted directly to uprights
- heavy-duty make to protect against collision impact
- prevents damage to racking structure

- developed to meet highest demands
- accommodate pallets weighing as much as 1.500 kg
-	various	profile	thickness	options	ensure	safe	and	economic	storage
- long service life - designed for up to 50.000 shuttle rides

-	fitted	to	the	long	side	of	a	racking	block	to	protect	operators	from 
 moving shuttles
- integral feature of the BITO PROmotion safety concept
- prevents unauthorised access

PROmotion - Racking components and features

Further information on frames, beams, column guards and upright 
protections on page 96-97.

- thorough structural calculations and an optimised component design 
 allow lane depths of up to 80 metres
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PROmotion - Functions

Pallet infeeding

Standard functions

Pallet outfeeding

Continuous infeeding

Manual mode

Continuous outfeeding

Diagnosis software

Continuous out-feeding PLUS

Improving storage density

Additional functions

Stock control

Programmable distance control between the pallets

Anti-collision protection

Handling of various pallet types

In	a	first	step,	the	shuttle	is	placed	on	the	carrier	rails	with	a	front	stacker. 
After this, the truck driver will deposit the pallet on the angled pallet seat 
profiles	and	activate	the	shuttle	programme.	The	shuttle	will	then	lift	the	pallet,	
transport it to the end of the lane, deposit the pallet on the carrier rails and 
return to its position at the front of the lane.

The truck driver will place the shuttle into the lane and press the outfeeder 
button on his remote control. The shuttle will move down the lane, underride 
the	first	pallet,	lift	it,	transport	it	to	the	lane	front	and	set	the	pallet	down	on 
the	angled	pallet	seat	profiles.

The same steps are followed as for one-time infeeding, however the infeeder 
button only needs to be pressed once. Provided that pallets are continuously 
fed into the lane by the truck operator, the shuttle will keep on transporting 
pallet after pallet from the front to the rear of the lane.

For operation in manual mode, each action of the shuttle must be actuated 
individually by remote control, such as pallet lifting, moving the pallet to the 
front or the back of the lane, shuttle stopping and pallet depositing.

The same steps are followed as for one-time outfeeding, however the out- 
feeder button only needs to be pressed once. Provided that pallets are con-
tinuously retrieved by the truck operator, the shuttle will keep on transporting 
pallet after pallet from the rear to the front of the lane. 

If an error occurs during infeeding or outfeeding, the type of error will be 
specified	on	the	remote	control	display.

Speeds up outfeeding. Just as in the continuous outfeeding mode, the shuttle 
will transport a pallet to the front. However, instead of waiting under the pallet 
until it has been retrieved by the truck operator, the shuttle will move back 
immediately to the rear of the lane and take the next pallet to the front. Waiting 
under	the	second	pallet	until	the	first	pallet	at	the	picking	face	has	been	re-
trieved,	the	shuttle	will	then	deposit	the	second	pallet	on	the	first	pallet	posi-
tion and bring the next pallet from the rear of the lane. This means that there 
are always two pallets ready for outfeeding at the front of a lane.

The system software ensures that the shuttle assumes lane organisation 
without operator intervention by automatically relocating pallets from front to 
rear and rear to front.

While moving pallets up and down the lane, the sensors are counting the num-
ber of pallets stored in this lane and send this information to the remote control 
unit. This feature is particularly useful for installations with very deep lanes.

The shuttle software allows to preset the clear distance between pallets. The 
system is set at 50 mm as standard, however pallets with overhanging loads 
can be positioned with a clear distance of up to 120 mm.

If several shuttles operate in the same lane, it is mandatory to control shuttle 
traffic.	Shuttle-integrated	sensors	recognise	each	other	and	make	sure	that	
shuttles do not collide. This function is required for FIFO handling and for 
racking blocks serviced from both sides with a shuttle.

This	option	increases	storage	flexibility	by	allowing	different	size	pallets	in	
the same lane such as 1.200 and 800 mm deep pallets. For this application, 
a shuttle for 1.200 mm deep pallets is required. It picks up the 800 mm deep 
pallet and moves it a bit forward into the envisaged direction. The shuttle will 
then	put	the	pallet	back	on	the	pallet	seat	profiles,	readjust	its	position	and	
pick up the pallet again to move it to the proper position at the beginning of 
the lane.
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PROmotion - Safety features

Remote control

Emergency stop button

Distance sensorGuide rails with anti-slip covering

Rail detection sensor

Laser scanner to detect persons

- easy handling
- tough design for everday use
- manages up to 4 shuttles

- hazard prevention
- located at both end faces of 
 the shuttle

- 2 sensors per shuttle, 
 located in corner areas
- identifies mechanical stop 
 points in the lane and com- 
 municates with the laser 
 scanners to determine the 
 location of the shuttle in the 
 lane

- ensures safe shuttle relocation 
 by fork lift truck

- prevents derailing

- 2 scanners per shuttle
- detects objects and persons 
 up to a distance of 2 metres 
 from the shuttle
- braking command is released 
 well in advance
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PROmotion - Safety features

Pallet sensor

Wheels

Audible warning signal

Access and maintenance platform

Service

Lithium-ion battery

Towing eyebolts

- one sensor each at the 
 shuttle‘s front and rear face 
 (pointing in in-feeding and 
 out-feeding direction)
- detects other pallets in the 
 lane
- measures distance to other 
 pallets

- durable wheels made of 
 polyurethane for quiet operation 
 and excellent traction (even at 
 low temperatures)
- additional steel guide rollers to 
 give straight, precise ride

- gives a sound at every 
 shuttle start
- increases safety by giving 
 advance warning 
- a low battery status is 
 announced by a special signal

- used to clear lanes from 
 obstacles and to pull shuttles 
 back to the lane front in case 
 of disruptions
- integral part of the BITO safety 
 concept
- ideal for racking safety 
 inspections

- shuttle maintenance
- racking inspection
- instruction and training 
- retrofitting of accessories 
 possible 
- additional shuttle on request

- includes charger with 
 overload protection
- weighs only 13 kg
- charging time approx. 3 hours
- up to 12 hours of battery 
 operation
- can be recharged at least 
 900 times
- works in all temperature 
 environments, also in 
 deepfreeze stores
- stops automatically at start 
 of lane when battery is empty
- battery is easy to remove and 
 to recharge
- battery allows opportunity 
 charging because there is no 
 memory effect

- safely connect the shuttle to 
 the maintenance platform if the 
 shuttle has to be moved out of 
 the lane


